Correspondence

In this group of documents, please find letters from Bourne and Nantucket, some
relevant GARFO responses, and an email that Hank Lackner request that I
distribute.

Thanks,
Jason
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Hello Jason,
Let me start off by saying loligo squid and illex squid should not be considered one in the same. They
are two totally different fisheries. They do both share one thing in common besides capacity issues..
That is choke species and bycatch issues.
As highlighted by this summers record production the loligo squid fishery faces a lot of serious
problems..
1. First and foremost we need to have 2016 data available. The loligo squid fishery definitely has the
ability, in the drop of a dime, to be over capacitated, if it isnt already.. This summer sure did prove my
point. All a fisherman needs to do, is change a net and call in..
A. Capacity needs to be addressed in an aggressive yet equitable way. In the summer trimester, the
proximity to land, calm weather, increased cutbacks in other fisheries, as well as ease of switch over, is
causing historical participants to face record long closures. Fish were abundant inside, as well as outside
3 miles and market conditions started out at near record levels.There is simply NO ROOM for any new
boats ,or part time boats for that matter. We have all suffered loss of permits due to both latent effort
and capacity amendments and its time to protect the true FULL TIME loligo squid fisherman. the
addition of a few boats IS the difference between profit and loss for the traditional users.
B. As for the the proposed initial qualifying criteria, I feel it is way too low.. The 25000 lb and 50000lb
numbers equate to nothing more than 10 and 20 bycatch trips in the loligo squid fishery..A far cry from
what a full time vessel would catch.. Those numbers might be better adjusted to 150,000 and 300,000
lbs in a best year.maybe even higher. Illex squid should be substantially higher than that . ILLEX is a high
volume, low price fishery.. Both fisheries should be BOUND BY THE 2013 CONTROL DATE.. We
established it for a reason!
2. On the topic of loligo squid bycatch allowance.. The unusually high bycatch allowance (2500 lbs) has
lead to a directed fishery.. The 2500 lbs may be acceptable during trimester 1+3 but it is far too high for
trimester 2.. The fishery is basically still continuing. The high allowance has lead to a directed fishery,
which in turn has lead to a high discard rate of squid. Making the quota overage that much more
problematic. Plain and simple ,boats are high grading to all large squid, or tow too long and wash them
over . Due to the dynamics of the summer trimester the allowance must be dropped dramatically.. If we
decide to keep the 2500 lbs then just do a cumulative weekly trip limit.. Steaming in and out is wasteful
and more dangerous.
A. If this 2500 lbs allowance it truly a by-catch allowance we have to ask ourselves what is the by
catch.. Most boats land nothing but squid.
B. If the fishery is closed should we even be fishing for them? nowhere is the bycatch allowance so
high with such a low quota.
3. STATE PERMITTED boats and a federal fishery.. This needs serious changes.. When a federally
managed fish, LOLIGO SQUID,is targeted and caught by state permitted boats, above and beyond
existing federal trip limits , the vessel is in direct violation of the law.. Yet it goes on continually in the
loligo squid fishery. State permitted boats fish with no constraints as long as the squid is caught inside 3
miles. It is my understanding that they are bound by the most restrictive law. Why is it allowed to
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continue.. is it counted against the federal quota? How is it differentiated, i never see any pounds
deducted from the quota management page. The states and feds need to keep the regulations on the
same page.
4. Since loligo squid is managed federally I believe it is imperative we require VMS and daily reporting
on all state vessels that choose to participate in the loligo squid fishery.
5. As managers ,I believe we should revisit the quarterly time frame previously used in the loligo squid
fishery. Using quarters, eases infrastructure issues, shortens closures as well as allowing a south of long
island and jersey coast inshore loligo fishery to be persecuted.
6. It has become very obvious to industry, there is no good scientific way to assess squid abundance.(
uncertainty needs to go two ways). NO indicie or survey showed that loligo squid would be this
abundant. This summer a 4,000,0000 lb in season adjustment sure would have gone a long way.. Both
economically for the boats,as well as for public relations and confidence in the service..I believe the
service needs to have a mechanism in place that in times of extreme abundance more pounds be added
to the TAC.. I believe this happened in 2002? Industry should be taking advantage of these short lived
species anomalies and capitalize upon them.. They should not be ignored.. But they should be done
within reason as to not jeopardize the potential recruitment for the winter periods.
7. This wont be popular with some, but does the summer period need trip limits? Boats waited days to
unload, quality suffered in the heat, and Ice availability was a major issue. Infrastructure was at times
overwhelmed. .how do we do handle high volume during the summer months? the dynamics of the
near coastal loligo fishery are unique.. Do we control possession limits By length of vessel, horsepower,
or landings history to name a few methods.
A. Another thing that may have merit is do you allow half the quota in the summer period to be caught
south of nantucket and the vinyard and the other half south of long island and west of new jersey or do
we just leave it as the DERBY it has become .
8. I have not made a lot of comments pertaining to trimester 1 and 3 of the loligo fishery, as the
relaxing of the scup GRA should have a significant impact on landings.. I do believe the cutbacks in scup
and the major fluke cutbacks will shift effort towards loligo squid in winter 1. We, as managers, need a
little more time for analysis.
Just my thoughts and certainly worth some analysis and conversation,
Hank Lackner
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